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Abstract
Abstract: A graph G is said to be &-lia&ed lf. G has order
at least 2,t and for any ordered set {u1, ...,lrkfrlt...Sop} of,2k
vertices, G contains vertex disjoiat paths P1, Pz, -.., P1 such that
P; connects u; and ra; for i = L,2r...,t. Many have studied
the question of the minimum connectivity nec€ssary to imply a
graph is &-linked. Here

we coasider addiag additiooal conditions,
such as forbiddea subgraphs, which reduce the conuectivity level
trecessary for the graph to be &-linked. We also cousider powers
of grapbs, as any such edge deo.sity condition is also natural to
cossider when dealing with lc-liaked graphs.

Introduction
One generalization of the idea of connectivity in graphs is the following:
A graph G is said to be &-Iin&edit G has order at least 2,t and for any
rsupportcd by O.N-R Grant NOff)1491-J-1O85.

2Supported by O.N-R Granc N00O1+91-J-1085.
ssupported by N.S.F- Grant DM$9400530.

ordered set of 2t vcrticcs {r,,.. .,uk,lot,..., ur*}, G contains verLex
disjoint paths P1 ,P2,...,P1 such that P; connects u; and ur; for i 1,2,...,&. For ,t : I this reduces to the standard definition of a
connected graph. Given vertices ui, ro; (i = 1,2,...,k), the collection
o[ vertex disjoint paths P1, Pz,...,Pp is called a k-linkage. Further,
given twovertices u, u and paths Pt,Pz,...rPrjoining u and u, wesay
thesc paths are inleraaUg disjoinl provided V&)nV(Pj) = {u,u},

torilj.

Larman and Mani [6] as welt as Jung [5] considered the problem of
the existence o[ a smallest integer /(.t) such that every /(,t)-connc.cted
graph is /c-linked. Ctearly, /(t) = 1 while Jung [5] proved that /(2) :
6. There are S-connected planar graphs which are not 2-linked. For
example, in the graph of Figure 1, the pairs e,y and a,6 have no 2linkage. [t is easy to see that in this graph a.ty s.-y path must intersect
z.try a - 6 path. Thomassen [8] characterized graphs that are not 2linked. However, the problem of determining f(,t) for ft 2 3 appears
to be difficult and remains open. The graph Kar-r - kKz shows that
for /c 2 3, /(ft) > 3h - 2. R.ecently, Bollob{s and Thomason [1] have
shown that if r(G) > 22,t, then G is k-linked, hence f (k\ 522b.

Figure 1: Planar, S-connected, but not 2-linked graph.

It is reasonable to expect that under certain conditions one could
determine the connectivity necessary for a graph to be lc-linked. One
approach which has been useful in other path or cycle problems is
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restricLing al,tention to thc claqs o[ graphs frec of a particular farnily
I{}-freclt G
contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to I/; for any i = L,2,...rt.
If , - 1 we simply say G k H1-|rce, or that /{1 is a forbidden subgruph
of G.
of subgraphs (sec [3]). Wc say a graph G is {I{1 , I{2, . . .,

Figure 2: A 4-connected K1;-free but not 2-linked gra.ph, X.

The following notation will be useful. Given a path P containing
vertices z and y, we denote by P[r, y] the subpath of P from r to y,
including both c and y. We term P[r,g) the c - y segment of the
path P. Simila.rily, P(r,y) is the subpath of P from x, to y which does
not include the end vertices x or g- When paths P and Q intersect,
they may have one vertex in common or many consecutive vertices in
common. we will consider the entire subpath of consecutive vertices
in common to both paths as one infersec tion of the paths. Note that
distinct intersections may share vertices.
Al[ graphs in this paper are simple, without loops or multiple udg*.
For terms not defined here, see [2].

2

Forbidden Subgraphs

with the use of forbidden subgraphs,

we are sometimes able to reduce
the connectivity needed for a graph to be 2-linked and at times establish a level of connectivity sufficient to show a graph is lc-linked when
e > 3. We begin with a result on the 2-linked case.

Tlreorem L Il G is a
thcn G is 2-Iinkcd.

S-connectel

l(13-lruc Araph ol otdcr n >

5,

Proof: Suppose G is not 2-linked and consider two pairs of vertices,
z,y and u,u where linkage fails. Since there exists at least five inter-

nally disjoinL z-y pathsin G, we begin with such a path system,say
E.
Since 2-linkage fails for the pairs z, y and u, u, it nrust be the c-ase
that every path from u to u intersects every path from z to g. [n
particular then, thc following lemma must hold.

Lemma L Suppose i[ rs an interaallg d,ujoint x - y path system and
Q is a u - u path uhich d.oes not antain x, or y. Also suppose that
ouer all such u - u paths, Q has the feuest p,th intersections uith,V,
then

(i) Q w;ll intersect each path in V only at internal vertie-s,
(ii) Q detertnines

an otdering, say P1,P2,..-,Ps of these paths,

and

(iii)

giaen this ordering, there uill be a segment of Q from Pi to
Pial for i : 1, 2,3,4. Thus, Q uill neuer reintersect a path of V
after leauing that po,th.

Proof. Given the z - y path system ![, clearly Q must intersect each
of the five paths or a 2-linkage would result, a contradiction to our
assumption. By our conditions, this intersection is only possible at
internal vertices of the path. Hence, (i) holds.
ClearlS upon fotlowiog Q from u to u there is a first z - g path
encountered, call it Pr. On continuing to follow Q eventually a new
path (calt it P2) in I is intersectcd. We continue in this manner until
the ordering of the five paths of i[ is determined. Hence, (ii) holdsClearly there is a segment of Q from u to P1(maybe only u itself)
and a segment of Q from P1 Lo P2. Now suppose there is no segment
of Q from 4' to Pr+r for some i > 3. Then upon leaving the path P;,
the path Q must either proceed to P;+z (or if P;..2 does not exist, to
u) or the path Q must reintersect an earlier path. tn the first case if
Q proceeds to R+z without intersecting P;+r, r contradiction to our
390
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ordcr o[ interscrtion results; while if Q procecds on to u, a 2-linkage
would result using l]a1, again a contradiction. In the sccond case,
if Q reintersccts an earlier path, say P; with segment frr,rrl and if
Pilr',r2] is tl,e segment of Pj corresponding to the firsi intersection
of Q with P;, then replace Q with

e-

:

elu,rrl, p;1rr,

The path Q' hrs fewer intersections in

221,q1r2,u1.

v

than Q, no matter where zl

or ,2 lie on P|, a contradiction to our choice of Q. Thus, (iii)
and hence, [,emma 1 is proved. o
Lemma

2 II G is not 2-linked, then all u - u p.ths

the paths of

V (in this co.se Pl, - . - , P5) in this

holds

must intercect

ord.er (ignodng repeated

intersectiotts of the same path).

Proof. If this

were not the case, then some u u path, say e* would,
without loss of generality, intersect & prior to intersecting p;, for
j < i. Recall, Q ls a u - u path with fewest intersections. Suppose
Lu',u'l is the first intersection of Q and, P; and that [r1, z2] is the first
intersection of Q. and P;. But then, by [,emma 1 (iii), following the
segments Q*fr,rrf,&(rr, ur),Qlur,u] we produce a u o path that
avoids P5, creating a 2-linkage, a contradiction. Hence, l,emma 2 is
proved. o

Finally, given this ordering of paths Pr, . . ., Ps, if path p; has initial
vertex uil, we note that { aru,11ru31,r/sl )a/ .K1p unless one of the
ultu3rtullusl: or u31u51 is present in G. Suppose that uttu3r
"dgo
is in G. Further suppcse'that [21,12] is the intersection of e with p1
and [zl, z2] is the intersection of Q with p3. Then

Qfr, r'f , Pr [r 1, u r r ), ur r, 23 1, P3 (u31,

z21, q 7z2,

rl

- u path that avoids P2 since by l,emma 1 (iii) e never
reintersects P2. A similar argument applies if the
u11u51 or
"dgo
u3rusr exist in G. Thus, in all cas€s we are able to
comptete the
linkage, proving the theorem. tr
produces a u

Example 1: The graph of Figure 3 is K1p-free, 4-<onnected, but not
two linked. By repeating the basic interior pattern we can construct an
infinite family with these properties. Thus, Theorem r is b€st possible
in terms of the connectivitv condition.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
1

Figure 3: K1p-free, 4-connected, but not 2-linked graph.

ln order to se that this graph is K1p-free, simpry note that the
neighborhood of each vertex 'ts 2Kz. [n order to see that this graph
is not 2-linked, note that it is planar and if we consider the pairs e, y
and u, u, then any , - y path would completely surround either u or
u. FinallS to see that this graph is 4--connected, note thai the vertices
a,b,c,d and e play a fundamental role in preventing small cut sets. o
We now extend Theorem 1 forralues of ft gre-ater than two.
Theorem 2 II G ss 4(eG is kJinked,.,

Proofr we

1)

+ L-unnectd

and,

I{13-frce (k > 2), then

proceed by induction on &. For Ic:2 Theorem 1 provides
the base result. Now assume a (Ic - l)-linLage exists in G for any & 1
pairs of vertices and suppce that for the pairs (r,, ,r), . . .,(ur_r,ur_r),
(r, y) no &-linbge exists.
Now by the induction hypothesis, the pairs (u1, sr), . . ., (rr_r, ur_r)
can be linked, so suppose Pr,..., Pr_r is such a linbge. Then it must
t€ the case that any z - y path somehow intersects this system. Howeverf we know that there exist 4k-3 internally disjoint paths from e to
y. Now among ,Il (e - l)-linkages joining u; with -.-, i : L,2,. .., * 1,
select one with the smallest number of intersections with the z
path
-y
system.
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Sincc G is a(/.'- 1) + I conncctcd, therc arc at lca-st. 4t 3 (t > 2)
paths from r to y, there must exist somc u; - ui path that intersccts
tivc of thcsc z - y paths first, (in the se nsc of shortcst path length). If
this were not the casc there would exist an z - y path that misscs all
(E - l) paths in the linkage, and we could exrcnd to a &-rinkage for
thesc & pairs, contradicting our assumption.
Now order thcsc five paths as was done in Lcmma 1. Thcn again
using the r(1,3 centered at z and the resultant edgc that must bc in G,
we can build a path system with asmaller number of intersections with
the r -y paths, contradicting our assumption on the system- Thus, G
is ,t-linked and the result is proved. o

An argument similar to that of the last the,orem provides the forlowing easy generalization.

3 If G is [{1;lrce (, > 3) and has connectiuity at lenst
- 2)(k - 1) + t, then G is kJinked.

Theorem
(2t

The next lemma will be useful in several results.

Lemma 3 If Gis a t-connettel graph that * not Z-linked and r,y and.
lt,tJ ar€ pirs uith no linkage, then for afly I - y Wth system re of t
intenally disjoint paths, each such p,th that does not contain u or u
must haoe length at least t - L.

Proof: Suppose not, say the path P; in ![ does not contain u or u but
has at most t - 1 vertices (and hence length less than t
- 1). Then,
removing all the vertices of P; from G leaves a connected graph. Hence,
there is still a u-u path in G-y(Pi), which must miss the z-y path
ft. Thus, a 2-linkage would exist, a contradiction to our assumptions,

proving the lemma. o

we next turn our attention to forbidden paths. The following result
is straightforward, so we omit it,s proof.

4 A 1-unnu.ted Pzfree gruph o! otder n 2 8 is Z-tit1*et.
Further, a 4-unnected. Ps-frce. gruph o! ord.er n 2 g rs also Z-tinked,-

Theorem

Example: Note that Theorem 4 says a 4-connected p5-free graph
is 2-linked, again an improvement on the general value of f(2). The
graph of Figure 4 is clearly 3-connected and P5-free. This graph is not
393

2-linked as thc pairs c,6 and z,y can no[ bc linked. Clcarly, any pat[
joining eithcr pair and missing the other pair rcquires use of the edge
uu-

Figure 4: A 3-connected P5-free, but not 2-linked graph.
We now turn to a result whose proof is similar in technique to those
we have seen earlier, but uses a larger set of forbidden subgraphs. [-et
the graph Z; be defined as a triangle with a path of length i attached
to one of its vertices.

Theorem 5 II G is a

S-connected

{K46Zt}-ftee 9ruph, then G

is

Z-linked.

Proof.

Suppose that G is not 2-linked and that z, g and z, u are two

pairs of vertices with no 2-linkage. Let !t/ be an x - y path system
with each path as short as possible, say e : uru;,l,...ruij;rg where
1 < i < 5 and i; > L. Also assume the order of the paths is determined
by the order of intersection with a shortest u - u path Q.
If u and u are not vertices in i[, then by Lemma 3 each path in ![
contains at least 3 internal vertices. Since G is K1,a-free, then some
dge of the form luL,rtl2,r ot u4,1u5,1 is in G or a 2-linka6e can be
found (this may take repeated applications of the Kr,r-free property).
Without loss of generality suppos€ that u1,1u2,1 is an edge of G. But

(

x, tr,l, tt2,trtt4,ttrta,2rtl'i3 >= h. However, the addition of any
edge to this graph either produces a 2-linkage or shortens the overall
sum of the path lengths in i[, a contradiction in either case. Thus, G
must be 2-linked.

then
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A similar agrurncnL applies i[ u and/or u are in Q. o
Note that the graph X of Figure 2 satisfies the hypothesis of the
last result except with connc^ctivity 4, however it is not 2-linked. The
graph B (commonly called the bull) is a triangle with one edge off two
distinct verticcs of thc triangle.

Theorem 6 If G is a l-annected f : {Kr.r, B}{rce gmph., then G
is 2-linked. or G contains an iaduccd X.

Proof.

Suppose that G does not contain X as an induced suL
Also suppose G is 4-connected , f-f.rere, and that G is not 2-

graph.
linked. Say that

y and u, u are two pairs of vertices in G with no
2-linkage. Since G is 4-connected, we know that there exists a system
of at lext four internally disjoint r - y paths. Over all such systems,
suppos€ that i[ is one with the least total path length sum, that is, V
has the smallest possible sum of the path lengths in the system.
e,

Note that z and y are not adjacent, for if they were then the graph
G - {r,y} would still be 2-connected and a 2-linkage would exist,
contradicting our assumptions. Similarly, u and u are not adjacent.
Thus, each path in ![r has at least one internal vertex. [f u and u
are not in V, then by [,emma 3 each path of V contains at least tqro
internal vertices.
Let !t/ consistof the paths,fl'tx,,7t1,1rui,2,...rWj;,ywhere 1<; <
4 and j;2 2 for each i. Further, assume that the ordering Pt, Pz, Pz, Pt
is determined by the order of intersection with the shortest u - u path
Q (* was done earlier).
By repeatedly considering potential induced KrJ's centered at z
and using the vertices ui.l for i = 1,2,314 and the fact that any edge
of the form u;,1u1,1 where t > ;+ 1 would allow a 2-linkage to exist, we
see that €1 = t/1,1112,Lt €2= U2.tU3,t and e3: u3.1u4t are aI[ in
^E(G).
We now consider two cases bas€d upon whether u and u are in V
or not.

Case 1. Suppce that at least one of u and u are not in ![.
Without loss of generality we suppos€ that u is not in V. Then
by [,emma 3 all paths of ![r (except possibly Pa) contain at least two
internal vertices. First note that < xsv2,rtrll,Lrtl2,2ru1,2 )S I unless
one of the edges luz,Lllr,z ot 7t1,11t2,2 is in G. Without loss of generality
suPpose that u2,1u1,2 is in E(G). Then ( u{,1,x, tt2,btul.rtu2,2 )! B

in D(G). (Both the abovea.rguments use thc fact Lhat
all other potential edges allow a2-linkagc to occur orshorten the sum
of thc path lcngths in V, each a contradiction to our assumptions.)
Finally, ( u2,1, attt2,z,ut7, )z- I(1p unless ul3u23 is an cdge of G.
Again all other potential edges shorten the path sum of llr.
Now by repeating the above arguments we can force thc odg""
u2Jvt,t+t, ttr11t2,t+L and u2,111ur,r+t for as many values of t ) 1 as
exist on both Pr and Pz.
If the first intersection of the u - u path Q with P1 is at u1,a and
Q leaves P2 at u2,r, we consider two cases.
lf s ( rn, then the two paths Qlu,u1,^),uL,^112.^-r,Pt(uz,^-t,uz,"),
Q(uz,",u] and P2lx,,u2,r-1], uz,"-rur.,, P1(u1,rur,*-11, ttl,m-r, ttz,a,
Pz(rz,*,y] form a 2-linkage, contradicting our assumptions.
If s 2 rn a similar construction again shows a 2-linkage is present
in G. Thus in either situation a contradiction is reached, ending this
unlcss ur,ruz,2 is

case.

Case 2. Suppose that both u and u are in V.
Then we know by the ordering of the paths in ![ that u is on P1
and u is on Pa. If Pr and P2 earh have two or more internal vertices
an argument similar to the last case will lead to a contradiction. Since
each path must have at least one internal vertex, from [,emma 3 we
may a.ssume that the only internal vertex in Pr is u and that the only
internal vertex in Pl is u. Further, u and u are e:rh adjacent to z and
y as they are the only internal vertices of the paths. Now, u : ur,r is
adjacent to u21 and u : u{,1 is adjacent to ul,r. Thus, we know we
have the structure of Figure 5Consider 1 at{tv2,1,u2,2,u }3 B. The only edge that does not
t,o an immediate contradiction ls uu2,2., thus it must be in G.
By symmetry, ut3,2 is an edge of G. Now < {,xrg,,a2,2 }a K1,3
unless guz,z 's an edge of G (again all other possibilities lead t,o a
contradiction). A similar argument shows Vug,z is also an edge. Fiaaliy,
1:lcrrtrtt2,2tgtu3,2 )! B unless il2,21!3,2 is an edge of G.
The only other possible edges ate u31u22 and u21u32. If both
these edges are present , trt!21tu32, u atrd tr&31ru22ty form a 2-linkage.
Without loss of generality then suppce uzLutz is an edge of G.
Since G is 4-connected and n ) 9, there exists a vertex to not in
V(V). Further, if there exist internatty disjoint paths from ro to z and

l€d
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Figure 5: The situation in G.

y or to u and u that do not intersect tt2ltu22,u31 or

u32,

z 2-linkage

clearly exists.
Thus, we may a,asume that some ur not in V(V) is adjacent to one
of the internal vertices of P2 or P3.
Subcase 1: Suppose rr is adjacent to u21.
Now ( u2ltts2rtt22tutat )Z 8. The edges uu21, uu22, and u;u each
create a 2-linkage. Thus, either uu22 ot 1ou32 must be in G.
Subcase ,/o- Suppose u1u22 is an edge of G.
Now ( t!)rlt2trtlz2txty >= B. The edges TDx.tag and ey are easily
seen to create 2-linkages. The edges ru22 ar.d !u21 each shorten paths
in V, contradicting our assumptions. Thus, a contradiction is reached
in this case.
Subca,se /6. Suppme tou32'ts an edge of G.
Now ( art2lrTt32tttg >= B. fuain uxtuy ot zg cta,tn 2linlcages, while zu32 or !u2l shorten paths in !8. Thus, this case aJso
leads to a contradiction.
Since neithlt $u22 rtor rotl32 can be edges of G, a contradiction is
reached and Case 1 is complete. By symmett!, {u32 also is not an
edge of G.
Subcase 2: Suppose uu31 is an edge of G.
Then < u3lr u32, 1t2btfirg >= B. The edge roy creates a 2-linkage,
while if we consider uu32t an argument similar to that given in Subcase
la leads to a contradiction. The edges gu31 or gu21 each shorten paths
in ![r Thus, nru21 must be an edge of G and we are back in Case 1.

By symmcLry,. wu22 is also not an edgc of G. llencc, u, has no
adjacencies to internal vcrticcs of P2 or P3 which means that our assumption that u21u32 was an edge of G cannot hold. By symmetry,
u3tuzz is also not an edge of G. But now, ( y(E) >= X, and our
result is complete. That is, in alt cases, either G is 2-linked or x is an
induced subgraph of G. o

3

Powers of Graphs

we now turn our attention to another natural approach to the &-linked
problem. Since dense graphs would seem more likely to be &-tinked,
ii is reasonable to consider powers of graphs. The &t& power Ge of a
connected graph G is that graph with y(Ge) : V(G) and uu € E(Gt)
if, and only if, t 1 d.ists(u, u) S &.

Theorem 7 II G is a connerted gruph of ord.er at
is k-linked..

least

2k, then 62k-r

Proof. We proceed by induction on the order of G- If ly(G)l : 2e,
then as G is connected, 5P't-t is complete and hence is easiiy seen to
be &-linked. we now assume that for alr connected graphs of order
n - 1 ) 2,t that ek-t is ,t-tinked. l.et G be a c.,anected graph of
order z > 2,t and let S: {rr,.. .,,ozklt be an ordered coltection of 2,t
distinct vertices in v(G). Select a. vertex u that is not a cut vertex of
G and consider A : G'- {u}.
It v {.S, then by the induction hypothesis, gzt-t is fr_linked, hence
a /c-linkage exists in GPe-l as well.
lf u € .S, then without loss of generality suppose that u : t2ktwhere
14* is to be linked to u:*-r. Now select a vertex u Sd
{rrr_r,rzr}
such that d.ist6(u,a) < 2k-1. Since lS-{rrr_r, ux}l
= 2tc-2, n ) 2k
and G is connected, such a vertex must exist. Again let I{ G _
{r}.
Now by the induction hypothes'rs, the graph gzk-L is &-linked. Thus,
the set .9' : .S - {y2r-r } + {"} has a tinkage. But then the path joining
u2p-1 and luin g2k-L can be modified to a uzr_r to w* path by using
the edge from u b az* that must exist in ek4. This produces a
linkage for .9 in ek-r and completes the proof. o
Example. The last result is sharp since the graph p2k-2 is not &linked when m >2k - 1. This is easy to see since an end vertcx of p*
only has degree 2k - 2 in Pff-2. o
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L,cmma 4 is a direcL co.sequc.cc o[ Mcnger,s Theorem
[?], while
Lcmma 6 is duc to Ilobtx [a].

f,emma 4 I! G is a k-connected gruph and s1 and s2 arx. disjoint
subsels ol V(G) rrill [S1l = lszl = k, then therc exist k uertex d.isjoint
p,tlrs P1,...,P* such thalfi ,sc ui-ui p,thuithu; €.Sr and u;€ Sz,

i- 1,2,...,k.

Lemma 5 II G is a graph uirh connectiuity at reast 2k and
a cnmplete subgraph on 2k vertices, tlrcn G is k-linked..

G

contains

Proof. Consider an ordered

set A = {rr,.. .,uz*} of distinct vertices
in G. Denote the vertices of some complete subgraph o[order 2k as B.
Suppose that tAnBl = t, where0 <, < 2.t, and let ?: AnB.
Since the graph G' : G- ? is 2k tconnected, by [,emma 4 there
exist 2/c - t vertex disjoint paths in G' from the set A T to B T.
rf t : 2k, then A c v(K2r) and the linkages are trivial to-find.
Thus, wesuppose 0 <, < 2,t. Say vertices utr...,u1 3.r€ in AOB and
ur+r,...,1r2k are in A- B. Further, let V(B) :
{6r, -..,b2*} where
u; = 6i , i: 1,...,t. By l,emma 4, there exist 2,t t vertex disjoint
paths in G T from the set.A T to B
-Twe now show that any pair of vertices in A can be linked. If two
vertices in 1l are to be linked, simply use the edge between them. If a
vertex vj in A-T is to be linked with a vertex u- in ?, follow the path
from u; to 6; in B - T followed by the edge from bi to u*. Finally,
if two vertices of A - T are to be linked, follow their corresponding
paths to B - T and the appropriate edge joining the endvertices of
these paths in B - ?. Thus, in all cases 169 [lnkages can be formed; G
is &-linked and the lemma proved. o

Lemma 6 [l]. ry G i" m-connerted, with ord,er a,t lea,st km,
is km-qnnerted-

Theorem
s

)

8

3 and st

If G is cn s-conn ected gruph of
4k, then Gt k k-linked.

)

ord,er

at lenst

then Gk

stl2, uherc

Proof. Assume first that s 2 4. consider an ordered set of distinct
vertices S: {ur, -..,1rr,u1,...,ro1} in V(G),where the pair (u;, ro;) is
to be linked. If dist5:(u;, rri) < t, for each i with 1. < i < /c, then in Gr
the vertices u; and ui are adjacent, and we clcarry ha.ve a fr-linka8e.

I{cnce, at least onc of the pairs must bc al, distance more than L.
Say the pair (u;,ra;) is a{. distance greater than t in G. Since G is
s-connected there exist at lcast s internally disjoint uj - tt)i paths and
each of these paths must have length at least t - 1.
Now considcr the vertices on these s paths which are at distance at
most [2&/sJ : [(a,t/s\/Z] trom u;. Then in G(, thcse vertices, along
with u are all a.djacent. Since t ) 4kf s, we sce that s[]l + 1 > 2&,
hencc G' contains z Kz*. Thus, by [,emma S, Gt is ,t-linked. o
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